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PRODIM  MANUAL


Note : This document is better viewed (and printed) using MS Word (where it is Hyper-Linked and Button Icons may also be seen).
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Introduction

Welcome to Shep Herd Software!

PRODIM is a Local Area Network (LAN) capable, secure documentation database software designed to control the creation and revision of documents such that only approved and current documents are made available to the users over the LAN.  Using only Windows 98 (and later Windows versions) as its operating system, this software eliminates the cumbersome manual maintenance of an organization’s documented management system.  There is no need to purchase any other software to support PRODIM, and there are no annual maintenance fees.

(Top)

Objective:

This PRODIM MANUAL is for the users without access to Admin Mode.  It aims to discuss the different features of this software, including some technical details and certain limits of authorities of users, as determined by the user’s grade and level assignment.  With this, the users will be able to understand how PRODIM works to manage their documented management system.

This manual may be located as \Program Files \ Prodim \ Letters \ Prodim Manual.RTF.   More detailed, specific column (Field) information may be found in the Prodim Columns.Rtf file, the Field Specifications file, and Prodim Examples.Rtf.

Refer also to other help files situated in \Program Files\ Prodim\Letters folder.
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Setting Up

Video Display

Video Display & Date Separator  : To enable more data to be concurrently displayed, this program was compiled with the TASK BAR in auto hide mode.  If oner video display appears to be overlapped, right click oner Task Bar and select Properties / AutoHide / Apply.  The screen display is set to appear at 800 * 600, or 1024 * 768.  The Date separator which should be used is / ( Not - ) .  This may be changed in oner Control Panel / Regional Settings / Date. [Setting – English American].  On the Office Tab of Prodim, set the Date Format to one’s country  eg  Aust : dd/mm/yyyy, USA : mm/dd/yyyy. Close and re-start the software.

On-Screen Icons  [Some versions only.]

When minimised, the Program Icon on the Windows Task Bar (which shows on the lower right hand side) may be double clicked to maximize the program window again, or right-clicked to see available options.  

Images

All images which are loaded into the software should be 800 * 600 pixel JPG (JPEG) files.  If different pixel size files are used they are stretched and may not appear visually acceptable.  These files will be stored in the \Images sub-folder.

Date Separator

The Date separator which should be used is / (Not -), and for Year 2000 compatibility, date format should forced to either “dd/mm/yyyy” or “mm/dd/yyyy” (check this also on the software’s Configuration page).  These settings may be changed in : Start / Settings  / Control Panel / Regional Settings / Date. [Setting = English (American)]  NB. One should use the four digit year format yyyy.

Networking

A separate information file (Prodim Admin.Rtf) is provided for users wishing to use the networking features of this software.  When Networked, the software enables a Server copy of data to be accessed by all client computers.

Navigator:
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Since data is shared over the LAN, users should click post edit (√ ) and refresh button (bent arrow on RHS) to ensure all the latest information gets to be displayed on screen. 

Layout of this File 

This manual is structured to give HELP according to, and in the order of the page of the program one are viewing.  As one pass the mouse cursor over objects, context sensitive “Fly-By” help will appear – this may also be viewed on the status bar at the bottom of the page.



Starting Off

Upon beginning the Program, one will be prompted for a password or Pass Number, this is allocated by the system Administrator.  When one first starts the program, go to the “Office” Page Tab and enter one’s personal information as this is used throughout the program.  One should close the program before exiting Windows to ensure that all changes are updated to the Hard Drive.

(Top)

Security Features:

The security features, which have been designed to meet ISO 9001 requirements for Document and Data Control, control the following:
	Who can access raw databases

who can access specified documents
who can revise documents
who can approve documents
who can print documents
who can delete documents
who replicate documents for editing

The above controls are controlled mainly by the Level and Grade assignment. 

LEVEL:

Indicates which documents and program mode a person may access.

Generally, Management Group (Managers and Supervisors) may access ALL documents within the program.  On the other hand, department staff, casual and probationary employees, trainees and On the Job Trainees (OJT) have access to Quality Manual(QM) and systems procedures which are normally generated by the General Manager's Office (GMO), Masterlist of external documents AND, their own departmental documents only.  They have no access to documents of other departments.  Example, Engineering staff can not view the procedures of Quality Assurance department. 

In addition, non management group employees can view other records list as well (those that are not department specific) like: 
	Clients Notes Page

Diary Notes
Objectives, Targets and Programs
Continuous Improvement Request(CIR) documents.  


GRADE:

Describes the scope of authority given to a person.  This covers authority to edit, approve, print or delete documents.  Management group are given authority to edit and approve.  Since the purpose of PRODIM is to eliminate the use of hard copies for documents, printing of documents is limited to a certain grade only.  Authority to delete documents is limited only to the President and the Administrator.

People with no such authorities view documents on a “ read only “ capacity.


Detailed information on Grades and Levels may be read in the Administrator Information Manual.  This can be accessed only in the Admin Mode.  To access the password protected Admin Mode, go to Office Tab and click the Admin button file_1.png
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.  Similarly, to exit Administrator Mode (and President Mode), click the file_3.png
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  found on the Admin Tab.  Note: the buttons may have different colours.
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Registration

The software may be registered by email across the internet.  The software should be set up, as follows :-

1.  You must have obtained a unique Registration Number from Shep Herd Software.

2.  ‘Run’ the program but do NOT register initially.

3.  Set up the Office page with your particulars.  

4.  Set up the Email page (Menu Item) as per the Help button on that page.

5.  Close the software.

6.  Re – Run the software and select Yes to Register the Software.

7.  Follow the extensive built in help very carefully.


ANY incorrect entries (even blank) will cause the program to cease operating.  Use of any fictional information will automatically cancel support and upgrades for the legitimate owner of this product and may expose both YOURSELF and THEM to legal action.  YOU HAVE BEEN WARNED !

If you were connected to the Internet, the Registration Information in the Subject area of the following screen will be emailed to Shep Herd Software.  Otherwise, the software will continue to attempt to send the email until it has been effected.  

*** PLEASE KEEP YOUR REGISTRATION NUMBER SECURE. ***

USERS OF STOLEN SOFTWARE MAY BE PROSECUTED TO THE FULL EXTENT OF THE LAW.

Do NOT supply others with YOUR unique Registration Number - it WILL be evident when they attempt to Register using it, and YOU may be implicated and prosecuted as well as THEM.

Should you not wish to pay for the product in this way, you may do so by various other means.  You should continue to select NO at the software start-up until your payment has been made.

Payment Methods

We will accept payment by Cash, Cheque, Bank Deposit, Visa, MasterCard, BankCard, Telephone Orders using a Credit Card.    You should continue to select NO at the software start-up until your payment has been made.  Instructions will then be forwarded to you by email, as to how to proceed.


Document Templates:

For those new to ISO 9001:2000 compliant Quality Management System, templates of the different documents are in place which can be revised as needed to suit one’s organizational needs.  The templates include all the Quality Manual and mandatory procedures of ISO 9001:2000, and other documents that will give the user an idea on how to comply with the other ISO 9001:2000 requirements as well.

Moreover, provisions are in place to record other activities required in ISO 9001:2000 compliant quality management system.  This includes records of:
	Accredited Suppliers and results of their performance monitoring

Quality Objectives, Targets and Programs (if any) and its update
Continuous Improvement Requests (CIR) to address any non-conformances or areas for improvement (product non-conformance, system non-conformance, audit findings, customer complaints, management directive, service non-conformance, material non-conformance, etc.).  A Log is generated to help monitor CIRs that are closed out or remaining open.
Minutes of the Management Review
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General Recording

It is probable that you will, at some time, get a “Duplicate Record or Key Violation Error”.  All databases have Primary Indexes or Key Fields to ensure that records are unique.  Read the bottom of the manual or drop-down help before this happens to save much frustration.   

Configuration Page (Accessed from Menu)

Colors : Select color preferences.  For additional colors, select Custom.
Program : (Admin Mode only) Three user configurable fields (Grid columns) may be named here.  

Navigation  
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The database Navigator buttons show their purpose when one passes the mouse over them.  Note particularly that when one has finished editing one MUST either click the tick if it is BLACK (i.e. not grayed), or move to another record.  This 'posts' (saves to disk) the changes to the database and the tick will then show gray when posted.

Grids
All Grid columns may be moved and re-sized with the mouse... move the cursor over the headings of the grid, to re-size hold down the left button when || appears, similarly drag headings to move columns to the left or right of others  - try it, no harm will come from experimenting.  Click the center of scroll bars rather than the end arrows.

Editing Commands


(These may ONLY be accessible to the Administrator – the are user Grade and Level dependent.)
 
Right Mouse Click to Cut / Copy / Paste (Where allowed)
F2 (or double mouse click) edits,
Ctrl Home goes to 1st entry, 
Ctrl End goes to last entry, 
Home goes to 1st field, 
End goes to last field.
Tab to move forward through Grids
Shift Tab to move backwards through Grids

Grid Columns may be manipulated: 
1. Use the grid Header and the mouse cursor to resize or move columns.
   Position mouse over column (Header) separator to resize.
2. Double click WITHIN a grid column to TOGGLE (on or off) a lock of the Left                    Hand Columns.

Features 1 and 2 may be used jointly - eg.  
Client Names Grid: Move the FirstName & then Surname columns to the Left Hand Side.
Then double click the second (Surname) column to lock both the columns on screen.

To Copy & Paste within the program, (and/or other software), one may find it easier to use Control C (copy), Control V (Paste), Control X (Cut).  This software was designed to make full use of these features. Mouse Right Click also activates Cut / Copy / Paste (where and when permitted).

NB: All the databases deliberately have a Key Field (or combination of fields).  These fields (Primary Index) must have unique records (or sets of data) placed in them.(e.g. Each of the Diary database records MUST obviously have a UNIQUE date) i.e. whilst individual field items may be identical to entries for other records, the complete set or group of key fields for each record must be unique.  This prevents users from entering duplicate data.  Note - one can’t have a blank record either (Inserting or appending a blank record would then cause a violation because there would already be a record with exactly the same key field data).

While there are “short-cut buttons” included to enable data recording, one may of course modify any of the database records manually ( – if authorised).  

Copying (sending) Data

One can copy data from a record in the Client database to the Diary.  Simply click the blue arrow file_6.bmp
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 button on the top of either the Client Tab to send the current Client record information from the Client database to the current Diary record.  
(Top)
Help

Hold the mouse pointer over an area to see “Fly-By” help; this help is also displayed on the status bar at the page bottom.  Move or change column widths (with mouse pointer over heading areas) as required.  Records in Key Field combinations must be unique.  When inserting new entries, do NOT insert a blank entry - this would cause a Key Violation Error when attempting to insert the next (identical blank) entry.  If user have done this, simply delete the blank record, or edit it to have a different entry in the key field (often the Date field).  The grid records are sorted according to how it was last sorted or searched.  This order should be considered when preparing to print Reports.
More detailed , specific column (Field) information may be found in the Columns.Rtf file, and the Field Specifications file.

Colors

To change colors for the complete form, go to Menu\Configure\Colors.  To change the report and Business Card fonts, use the selector on the Office tab.  

Fields

(For more detailed information, select the “Columns” help on the manual form, or open the Prodim Columns.RTF file found in the \Letters sub-folder.)  Currency fields use the Windows default prefix symbol (Regional Settings).

Tag

This field is used by the program to flag certain entries, and may also be used to mark specific records in the same way as Cat & Code fields. y (y = yes) is used as a default value, but one can use any/different character.

Surname + FirstName 

The combination of these two fields should be unique for each record. If one have two John Smith’s then call one of them eg. John K Smith.

Cat

An almost infinite number of “Cat”(categories), “Code”, “Group” may be used to sort (filter out) one’s records.  NB Upper and lower case are different, so “B” may represent businesses that have made financial contributions, while “b” may be all other business contacts, while bb or bbb or abc or b12 or ABC etc. may be other groups which one may wish to isolate with a click of the mouse.

Code

The same as for Cat above but with 6 characters.

Group

The same as for Cat above but with 6 characters.

When Group is selected as the filter, the records are not only filtered, but also given a default Tag of y.  This allows a given group of users to be readily be selected for the purpose of messaging etc.

Other fields

These are self explanatory.

Notes

Allows one to save vast quantities of notes about any person.  Information may be copied and pasted throughout the program using Ctrl C (copy), Ctrl V (paste), Ctrl X (cut).  Double clicking inserts the time and date (where indicated by “Fly-By” hints).  Right click to cut / copy / paste.
(Top)
Clever Filtering

Tag All Button file_7.bmp
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  Clear Tags file_8.bmp
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  Reverse Tags Buttons file_9.bmp
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By using the filters, and the “Tag All” button, one can rapidly select an array of records.  e.g. Say one want to print a report containing all records having a “Cat” of x and a “Code” of b.  Firstly clear all tags, then Filter on Cat of x and Tag All, then Filter on Code of b and Tag All.  Now Filter on Tag y and all will be achieved.  It is important to give some thought as to how one will allocate “Cat’s” and “Codes” to use this technique to best advantage.  One will learn as one go.  It may be wise to leave all the original trial records till one have mastered the processes.

Reverse Tags Button file_10.bmp
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Essentially, this button facilitates tagging and filtering of “all but” some records.  ie records which do not fulfill certain criteria.

Eg	Client Page Tab

Say one have multiple records – some with a codes of “b”, and “d”, and one wish to isolate all records which do NOT have codes of “b” or “d”.
	Turn the filter off ensuring all records are shown - All button.

Use the Clear Tags Button to Un-Tag all the records.
Use the filter field selector to choose the “Code” field, and immediately type the letter “b”.
Click the Tag All button to Tag those records.
Turn the filter off.
Use the filter field selector to choose the “Code” field, and immediately type the letter “d”.
Click the Tag All button to Tag those records.
Turn the filter off.
Use the filter field selector to choose the “Tag” field, and immediately type “y” to write it into the filter.
Click the Reverse Tags Button to see all records which do NOT have a code of “b” or “d”. 

(Top)

Menu Items

File / Save:  

Notes are displayed to remind one that the program usually - automatically saves new data as you work.  

File / Copy Folders :  

Administrator Mode:  Data may be automatically backed up into any folder or onto any networked storage device (it defaults to the DataBackUp folder).  It is a good idea to do this after entering the software and establishing that the previous session went well, rather than at the end of a session (in which one may have recorded bad or un-wanted information.  Alternatively, copy the \Data sub folder (or specific SETS of 3 files to another location.)  This is also useful for companies who have LANs in different locations.  The full information may be transferred by email from head office to another location (Province or State).

File / Exit: 

Exit the program.

Calender: 

A “PopUp” that may be accessed while on any Tab within the software.  Use it freely, - it does nothing but help one determine dates and days.

Configure: 

Configure user defined fields.  Columns should be in their default positions before configuring, and one should re-start the program after changing configuration items – before moving column positions.

Email: 

Emails may be directly sent from the software.  A “one-off” set up your email server address etc is required.  These will be the same as your current email settings in eg MS Outlook / Tools / Accounts.  

Once the software has been registered, the “To” address on the email form automatically displays the email address of the currently selected client on the main form Client Grid (if there is an email address entered for that record), or otherwise, the last email address used.

Follow the popup help prompts.  

To send an email, check the To address, Tab to Subject & enter it, then tab to Message and write that.  Click the send button.

A quick Email may be sent by copying information, then pasting into the Message.  Emails may be sent to additional addresses by separating the addresses with a  ; (semicolon) in the “To” edit-box.  

To save typing, if a lot of information is to be pasted, it can be assimilated on Notepad or the Diary, first, and then copied (or cut) and pasted into the Email Message.

Help: 

The only additional help provided in this version of the program will be seen when Help is selected.  To save on the cost of the program, the manual is included on disk.  It should be printed after installation of the software.  All other help is automatically displayed as ‘Fly-By help’ and on the Status Bar when one passes the mouse cursor over sections of each page.  More detailed , specific column (Field) information may be found in the Columns.Rtf file, and the Field Specifications file.

Manual:  

Display &/or print this Manual & other help files from the program.

About: 

Contact information, and advice regarding the software version etc.
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Filtering

Client Filter – Off   file_11.jpg
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  (No Filtering)

Client Filter – On    file_13.jpg
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  (Filtered Cat = v)

To obtain the greatest value from the program, it is vital that one understand the filtering process - which is in effect, searching for all data which fulfills specified criteria  e.g. - go to the top of the screen, select something from the drop down box on the left ... say Tag, then in the Filter box to it’s right (the cursor will be there already) just type the desired Tag value to view (e.g. the default is y [ = yes ]). All other entries are then filtered out.  

Notes:

1.	Filters are Upper / Lower Case sensitive. 
2.	When searching / sorting combo-box changes (or search buttons are clicked), the data is re-sorted according to that field or e.g. (Surname + FirstName) - this is a useful feature which may also be used to alter the order of printing in reports.  The combo-box displays the Grid sort order.
3.	The Code, Cat & Group fields are provided to enable easy data categorizing.

The next paragraphs will discuss the features of each tab.  Administrators who use PRODIM for the first time shall be provided with a Confidential Password Report (generated by the system).  They are to allocate certain ID and passwords to different users according to how the users will be using the program.  For example, allocate manager ID and passwords to the organization’s managers; staff ID and password to the organization’s staff.  This will allow the users opportunity to be familiar with the features of the PRODIM.


Reminder:  

It is worthwhile to reiterate the following points

	Since data is shared over the LAN, users should click post edit (√ ) and refresh button (bent arrow on RHS) to ensure all the latest information gets to be displayed on screen. 
file_15.bmp
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	Pop up hints are available throughout the different tabs.  Passing the cursor over the button will automatically display the ‘Fly-By help’ or hint.  Should it disappear before the hint can be read, the same can be seen on the status bar.

(Top)


Office

Though found at the end of a series of tabs, this is the first tab any first time user should go to.  [Some changes require Admin privileges – to retain uniformity of presentation throughout the Company.]

You should enter your Trading Name and address information on the Office Tab (last tab page) prior to printing reports, when you close & re-open the program the changes are saved.  This information is used for headings etc. in printed reports, and Business Cards.   Follow the Fly-By Hints.

If you wish to use only letterhead paper (ever), you can leave all the Office Tab entries blank and no headings will be printed.  

You can omit the logo from reports by using White.JPG (found in the main program directory, renaming Logo.JPG to LogoOrig.JPG then rename White.JPG to Logo.JPG. (See Logo).

Text Fonts may be changed.  The Program necessarily adjusts some font sizes so that the sizes will be compatible for both Report headings and Business Cards.  Essentially:
	The Name font should have a size of approximately 14

The Company font should have a size of approximately 20
The Company Details (and all others) should have a size of approximately 10

In this tab, details about the user and the user’s company are entered.  Whatever information is in this tab, it will re-appear in the header of all reports generated by PRODIM.  This same information will also appear in the calling card that PRODIM can generate.  Click the “Preview / Print Business Card” button file_16.jpg
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 to preview the calling card.  
NB. Two different Business Card reports are available.  (The other is located on the Diary Tab) – one uses pre-perforated ‘card’ stationary, the other (with faint lines) is for using plain card stationary (and scissors! )

It is also at this tab that the Admin button file_18.png
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 can be seen.  This password protected button opens up the Admin Mode through which control is administered.  This is for the Administrator only.


(Top)

Diary

(Please note that information placed in the diary is made available to everyone using the system across the LAN.  Exercise prudence.)


Current calendar month 
(Current day activated at Program Start-Up)
Clicking on   file_20.png
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 (Time Period) will advance the current display to the next week, next month or next year.  Clicking on the opposite button, file_22.png
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 does the reverse.  The notes associated with the highlighted day will also display.  Using this feature, one may record future events for everyone’s guidance.  

Today Button:  

file_24.bmp
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 Returns to the current (today’s) date.

Diary:

Enter any information on this area.  One may use the right click mouse button to cut, copy and paste entries.  Or use may use Right Click, or may find it easier to use Control X, Control C & Control V.  One may even Cut /Copy entries, and paste at the Clients tab to transfer data from Diary tab to Client tab, and vice versa.

Double clicking the notes area appends the date and time.


Diary Grid:

All the days with Notes entries are listed in the diary grid located at the right hand box of the display.  Clicking on the date brings up the Notes for that day.

These Notes may be printed by clicking on the “Preview /Print Diary Report” button, file_25.png
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To preview and print only specific days, use the filter system.


Using the filter system

3.1  Type “y” on the column “Tag” for the days chosen.
3.2  Click the green filter dropdown, file_27.png
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 to select Tag.  It will then display only the chosen (tagged) days.  NB: this image also shows the “Clear Tags” button on the left hand side.

3.3  Click on “Preview / Print Diary Report” button file_29.png
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3.4  Unclick the filter button to turn the filter off.  It will become green colored again.

To do List:

This list is for those tasks and information which everyone needs to be reminded of continuously.  The To Do List is always on display no matter what is the current day, unlike the Notes, which are linked to a date.
(Top)

Search Facility:  

Conduct search of diary information using the different search buttons:

Next Buttons: file_31.bmp
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  Re-search Diary for the same required text from that date.
Scan Buttons: file_32.bmp
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 Search the Diary from the current date only for required text.  (e.g. go down a month then Scan for something which happened recently, or scan forwards or backwards from a given date).
Search Button: file_33.bmp
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 Searches the Diary for required text. Example:- Search for  Shep  NB use uppercase S) in the trial data.
“Globe Button”: file_34.bmp
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 Where a large amount of text exists on a given day, it may be searched, for a specific word.  Each instance will then be highlighted in order.  One must allow this search to go to the end of that text.
SQL: (Structured Query Language) When checked, a Case Sensitive search is done for specific text, and all records containing that text are displayed.  Note that some other features are disabled in SQL Mode, as this is available only to locate elusive information.  This means the isolated records can only be read.  Any revisions in SQL will not be posted.

Mate Button: 

Allows the start another file in another program (from within this software) eg a Word Doc, or spreadsheet file.

Report Buttons:  
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  Are buttons for selecting previews and printing of reports.



Clients

This tab is used to record information about:
	users of the system

suppliers (both potential and accredited suppliers)
clients
business contacts
anyone!

It is from this tab that the information in the Confidential PASSWORD Report (generated in the Admin Mode) is obtained.  It is in this tab that a user’s Grade and Level is defined.

It is also from this tab that the names of accredited suppliers and results of their performance evaluation may be generated in a report (ISO 9001:2000 requirement)

Key Points:

	There are fields (or columns) in this tab that are visible only in the Admin Mode.  This includes:

	Grade

Level
Password
Site (for LAN purposes)

2. The field of ID and Department are visible even in non-Admin mode, but it can not be modified except in the Admin Mode.

3. On initial installation of PRODIM, there are trial data entered to guide users on how to input data correctly.  All trial data have an ID prefixed with “p” (example, p105) to differentiate it from real data.

4. As part of trial data, the following codes have been assigned for the different departments:
1 - General Manager’s Office (GMO)
2 – Quality Control (QC)
3 – Production (Prod)
4 – Production Planning (PP)
5 – Engineering (Eng)
(Top)
Those who belong to QC is assigned a department of 2.  The definition of departments needs to be carefully thought out as this affects a user’s access.

5. Users may use right click mouse button to copy, cut and paste data in the grid ONLY.  Users may even transfer data from Client tab to Diary Notes by cutting or copying data from Client tab grid and pasting at the Diary Notes.    NB. Some Grid Fields are restricted for security reasons, but are available in “Admin Mode”

6. (See Beginners, Filtering, to learn the use of Filters.)  Using the Sort Combo-box re-orders the records alpha-numerically according to field.  For example, selecting a "Company" would re-order all the Grid records by Company.  Some buttons have a built-in search feature, while others (e.g. Date selection) simply re-order the records.  Some selections cause the cursor to go to the last record while others go to the first record as is usually appropriate in that instance.

7. There are 3 user-configurable fields They maybe printed from the “Spare Fields Report”.  These fields are an Alpha Field (35 characters max), Integer Field , and a Number Field.  Configure (Name Fields) & use as required.

8. Photo (“Pix”) Auto viewing mode is set by double clicking the “Pix” in Admin Mode.  If Auto-Display is set to OFF, users may still view a photo by clicking the “Pix”. 

9. DO NOT REMOVE THE TRIAL DATA UNLESS THE ADMINISTRATOR AND ALL THE USERS ARE WELL VERSED WITH THE SYSTEM.


Entering Data:

A.  Users Data
1. Users submit to the Administrator the following:
	Full Name

Password (maximum 10 characters, alpha numeric)
ID number (may be same as company ID number)(max 10 characters, alpha numeric)
Department

2. The Administrator, with the input of concerned manager/s, carries out the following in the Admin Mode:
2.1  Defines department codes (max. 10 characters)
2.2  Defines Grade and Level for every user
2.3  Defines the site of every user’s computer
2.4  Encodes the information submitted by the user

3. Users fill in the other information in the grid as soon as their names appear.  The grid is editable, except for the “ID” and “Dept”


B.  Supplier’s Data

1. Pertinent personnel forwards to Administrator the following information:
	Supplier Name

Supplier ID (if any)
Date accredited (if accredited)
Performance Monitoring data

2. Administrator encodes the data in the Admin Mode.

3.Pertinent Personnel fills in other information in the grid.  The grid is editable, except for Date Accredited and Notes.

4. To generate the Accredited Vendor’s List, including results of performance evaluation:
4.1 choose the records of the suppliers (currently, Category = C in the trial data).  

4.2 Type in any single character (example – y ) in the “Tag” field

4.3 Filter on “Tag” (that is, choose “Tag” in the drop down box, then paste /type the character in the Filter box.  The All button font will turn red)  file_38.jpg

file_39.wmf


This indicates the filter is “on” for those records with tag of “y”.  (ie the Query returned only those records)


4.4  Go to work related reports and choose “Company Info” on the drop down box.  The “Company Listing and Notes Report” appears.

4.5  Request Admin for printout if needed.

(Top)
Other Buttons:

Arrow (Copy) Button
	One can copy data from a record in the Client database to the Diary.  Simply click the file_40.bmp
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 blue arrow button on the top of either the Client Tab to send the current record Client information from the Client database to the current Diary record.  

Replicate Record:

 file_41.bmp
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  (Admin Mode)
	The Replicate Client Button will copy the current Record to a new record that will initially be dated as the following day.   NB: The new record must have a different key field configuration, which is why the EntryDate or other field should be different.

Messages 

	Click the button to Send or View messages from others on the network.
	file_42.bmp
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	Send a message to all networked users who are currently Tagged (Tag = y).  It is a must to check that the correct recipients are tagged prior to sending a message.  All currently tagged users will be sent a copy of the message.

	file_43.bmp
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	When a user enters the Client Page, user’s own record is shown in the grid, and the number of his outstanding messages will also be displayed on the top panel.

Sort Combo-Box

	It’s content shows the current Grid sort order.  Records and printed reports  will always be as per the contents of this combo box.

Tag file_44.bmp
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, Clear Tags file_45.bmp
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, Reverse Tags file_46.bmp
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 Buttons

	See Filtering (Above) : Operate on Grid Records to place/remove a y from the Tag field – for filtering purposes.

Notes Search:

file_47.bmp
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	Allow searching through the Client Notes to find specific Case Sensitive text.

Report Combo-Boxes
	Select a report to Preview and/or print.

Different Reports are available 
– Selection can be made from the drop down menu box (“Home”, “Work”, “Others”)
(Top)



Email from Software
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Emails may be sent from within the software.
Simply copy the email address from the Client database,
Paste it into the 'To' field,
Type the 'Subject' and 'Message'
Send !







Pix – Client Photographs

Admin: Select the preferred auto-display mode by double-clicking the “Pix”.  Automatically showing pictures slows access time, - especially across a busy LAN.  If Auto-Show is OFF, a user may still view a picture (photograph) just by clicking it.  The Administrator may add or delete photographs.  All photographs used should be SMALL (eg 150*200 pixel) images.  The image is “stretched” (or squashed) to fit the Pix ‘box’.  The box size ratio is 4*3 so all images should conform to this size ratio.  Images should be opened in Image editing software, sized, then copied and pasted to Pix.  Any JPG or BMP image may be pasted (cut or copied) using Ctrl C, or by right-clicking Pix.  Users can NOT copy, cut, or paste photos.

Quality Manual ( QMan )

PRODIM was initially designed for use in companies subscribing to ISO 9001:2000, whether certified or not.  However, the principle in documenting the management system as a means of control is also true for other management standards.  Thus, upon user’s request, this tab may be renamed to whatever kind of Manual an organization may have.  This can be a Corporate Manual, an Environmental Manual, etc.

The Quality Manual is a document specifying the quality management system of an organization.  ISO 9001:2000 requires the following to be included:
* the scope of the QMS, including details of and justification for any exclusions
* the documented procedures established for the QMS, or reference to them, and,
a description of the interaction between the processes of the QMS.

A template Quality Manual exists in this software that is compliant with the above requirements.

All information below applies to Quality Manual, Procedures, Work Instruction, Forms and Quality Plan tabs. 

Key Points:

	The Masterlist (Grid) is “read only” EXCEPT in Admin mode for Grade 1 people (the President and the Administrator); it then becomes editable.
	Only administrator can add new records, assign the revision number and status of documents.  Users need to request for a template (for creating original documents) or a non-current copy of existing documents (for revising existing documents)
	As one clicks on the QMan tab, the Masterlist displays all the CURRENT documents by default.  This is indicated by a green Document Status button with the word “Current” and a tick mark.  file_51.png
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Clicking on this same button will turn it to red with the words “For Review” file_53.png
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.  This will show documents that are currently undergoing revision. 
	CURRENT documents, whether in the preview pane below, or on full screen is “read only”, EXCEPT in the Admin Mode.
	Print buttons file_55.png
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 appear on screen only when the user has authority to PRINT.

A document under review bears the same revision as the current one, BUT, is located separately under “For Review” status.  As soon as the document under review is approved, the following occurs automatically:
	the document status changes from “For Review” to “Current”
the revision number increments by 1 (one)
the approver’s name, and date are automatically inputted in the document and Masterlist (grid)
the original current document becomes obsolete.
	Obsolete documents can not be viewed EXCEPT in Admin Mode.
Staff can view only the general documents, External Masterlist and their departmental documents.
Procedure on how to create and revise documents can be found in the Procedure tab, entitled “Document Control Procedure”, QP-GMO-001.


The display view shows 4 basic main blocks:
1-Document Header

Whatever record in the grid (which serves as the Masterlist) is chosen, its specific details gets to display on this header.

2-The Masterlist (Grid)

Shows the details of the chosen document.  The entries are read only.  Double clicking on any portion of the Masterlist freezes the cells left to that of the double-clicked portion.  This is to help scroll to the rightmost cell while maintaining current cells in view.
(Top)

3-Buttons and Pull down Menu

Document Status Toggle  file_59.png
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 - controls which documents will are visible.  It toggles from “Current” to “For Review”.

Navigation and Refresh button file_61.png
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 - helps navigate through the different records.

Pull-down sort menu file_63.png
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 – sorts documents according to chosen order.
Review button file_65.png
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 appears on screen in the Review status, if the user is required to Review the document.  This means that user’s name appears in the Reviewer field.  Clicking this button will cause the following to proceed automatically once all ‘Reviewers’ have completed their reviews.


Approve button file_67.png
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 appears on screen in the Review status.  If the user has Approval rights (was one of those listed in the Reviewer field), clicking this button will cause the following to proceed automatically:

	the document status changes from “For Review” to “Current”

the revision number increments by 1 (one)
the approver’s name, and date are automatically inputted in the document and Masterlist (grid)
	the original current document becomes obsolete.


4-Document Preview Pane

Shows a preview of the chosen document.  This area is “read only”.  Double clicking it opens the document on full screen view.



Full Screen View

In the Full Screen View, CURRENT:
	For CURRENT status, the contents are read only.

“Display figure” buttons is seen on the top left corner of the screen.  Double clicking it displays the figure and its text.
For those with PRINT authority, the “Portrait” file_69.png
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 and “Landscape” file_71.png
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 print buttons appear.  See “Printing and Saving” for more details.

In the Full Screen View, For REVIEW:
	For REVIEW status, the contents are editable.

“Display figure” buttons is seen on the top left corner of the screen.  Double clicking it displays the figure and its text.
For those with PRINT authority, the “Portrait” and “Landscape” print buttons appear.  See “Printing and Saving” for more details.
The Editing button and Format Font button appears at the lower left hand corner.  Click “Post Edit” so that changes to the document is saved.


Printing and Saving
For those with Print authority (Grade 1 and 2 personnel only), there is an option to print in Portrait or Landscape mode.

	Click on the print button to see the Print Preview of the document.

Set the printer by clicking the “Set Printer” button and choose the options required.
Click on the “Print” button to ACTUALLY print the page.

The document under Print Preview may also be saved in a file, instead of being printed.  Clicking on the “Save” button gives option to save in DIFFERENT formats listed: .qrp, .xls, .rtf, .pdf, .htm, .jpg, .gif, .bmp, .emf, .wmf, .txt
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Procedures ( Proc )

ISO 9000:2000 defines Procedures as a specified way to carry out an activity or a process.  It may or may not be documented.  There are 6 mandatory documented procedures required by ISO 9001:2000.  These are:
	Control of Documents

Control of Records
Corrective Action
Preventive Action
Control of Non-conforming Products
Internal Audit

PRODIM contains templates for all these 6 procedures, all of which complies with the individual ISO requirements.

For the Key Points and an explanation of the items on screen display, please refer to the key points - Quality Manual.



Work Instructions (WI)

Work Instructions are detailed documents stating how a particular task is carried out by one or two people.  It normally is a step-by-step instruction linked to a specific step in a more general procedure.  For example, the procedure on document control may state that the document controller will assign a unique document code for newly created documents.  But it will not say how the code is determined.  It may however refer to a work instruction on Document Code Creation which will tell step-by-step how this is done.

The controls for Work Instructions is the same as for the Quality Manual.  For the Key Points and an explanation of the items on screen display, please refer to the key points - Quality Manual.


Forms

This tab lists the different forms used in an organization.  As required in ISO 9001:2000, clause 4.2.4 Control of Records, the retention period for the forms (which becomes a record when filled up) is defined, including who is responsible for its filing and storage.  

There are two options available for users of PRODIM on this tab.
	If the form does not involve the use of tables, i.e., mostly text, then, the form itself can be pasted in the full screen view.  Printing of the forms may be carried out by the Administrator only.  Example of this is the QMS Planning Form.


	The electronic copies of the form (in whatever format, like word or excel or even bmp files) can be stored in the “Forms” folder located at \Program Files \ Prodim \ Forms.  

It can be accessed through a link file_75.png
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 button found on the bar above the preview screen – for current records only, if the file “Type” has been specified in the “Type” field.    Clicking this button opens up the electronic file.  Printing of the form may be carried out by the user, outside of PRODIM environment.

The controls for Forms is the same as for the Quality Manual.  For the Key Points and an explanation of the items on screen display, please refer to the key points - Quality Manual.



Quality Plan (Qplan)

ISO 9000:2000 defines a Quality Plan as a document specifying which procedures and associated resources shall be applied by whom and when to a specific project, product, process or contract.  These generally include those referring the quality management processes and to product realization processes.  It also often refers to parts of the quality manual or to procedure documents.

There is not one specific format for a Quality Plan.  It may be in a tabular form (see sample in Prodim – Quality Plan for IQA, Quality Plan for Recruitment)or just plain text.  Whatever the format is, PRODIM can be used to document it.

The controls for a Quality Plan is the same as for the Quality Manual.  For the Key Points and an explanation of the items on screen display, please refer to the key points - Quality Manual.


(Top)
Objectives, Targets, programs - OTP

This tab is used to record the quality objectives of the company, including the detailed targets and programs on how to achieve the objective.  The ISO 9001:2000 standard does not require specifying the programs to meet the objectives.  It only requires that:
	it be established at relevant functions and levels within the organization

it be measurable
it be consistent with the quality policy


Continuous Improvement - CI

This tab is used to record any instance of non-conformity, whether it be systems, product, or service non-conformity, customer complaints, audit findings, etc.

The form used encourages the user to follow a disciplined approach to solving non-conformities by discovering the root cause so that it does not recur again.  This form may also be used for continuous improvement projects or in eliminating quality risks for the organization.

Details on how to use this tab may be read in the Corrective Action Procedure contained in PRODIM’s Procedure tab.

Key Points:
To create a new record, click on the “+” sign on the navigation tool bar.  Double click the new and empty record to display the form.  The Grid itself not editable.  Data in the grid comes from the data entered on the actual record.
The Grid acts like a CIR status log as it separates the Closed CIRs from the Open ones.
Since anyone may see a non-conformance, and assigned internal auditors may have different levels and grades, anyone may generate a CIR.  However, only the Administrator and the President may delete it.



Internal / External Documents (IE)

This tab is listing of all external documents being used in an organization.  This is aimed at responding to the ISO 9001 requirement that documents of external origin are identified and their distribution controlled.  Those documents which contain information relevant to the quality of the products or services being offered and are generated outside of the organization who is operating the management system are termed EXTERNAL DOCUMENTS.  

TYPE:
In this tab however, further differentiation was made among external documents.  Take note that this is for this program only.  In ISO, all of these are considered External Documents.
	Internal Documents, I = those generated by the mother company or affiliate of the organization.

External Documents E = those generated by other organizations with no direct link to the organization.

The controls for this tab is slightly different from the Quality Manual.  The main difference is:
	Properties:   This list is not department specific.  Anyone can see it.

Master List Grid for CURRENT status is read only.  In REVIEW, it is editable.

For the Key Points and an explanation of the items on screen display, please refer to the Quality Manual.  Unlike in the Quality Manual, this tab does not have a preview pane.


Management Review (MR)

This tab is visible only for users with assignment of Grade 3, Level 3 and lower.  This normally includes the supervisors and managers.

Under this tab, the minutes of the Management Review may be recorded by the Administrator and printed later on.

Key Points
Owing to the sensitive nature of the contents of the Management Review, the Grid and Preview pane is NOT editable, both in the “Current” and “For Review” status.  
There is no full screen view for this; only a Preview pane, from which Management group members may scroll downwards to read it.
Grade 1 and 2 personnel (that is the Senior Management and Administrator) may carry out the following in ADMIN mode:
	Insert a new record to create a new set of minutes
Edit all the grid entries
Encode the minutes directly on the Preview pane or paste an entire minutes on it.  Fonts may be formatted using the “Font” button.
Create a replicate of an existing minutes.  The replicate may then be edited to create a new set of similar kind of minutes.
Change the status of the minutes through a pull down menu on the “Status” column.
Print the minutes of any record chosen.
Save the minutes in different formats – doc, xls, pdf, bmp, jpg, wmf, emf.



Administration

See the separate Prodim Admin.Rtf file.


President’s Log

This tab may be accessed by the President only. The President may carry out the following: 
	Can delete chosen record, 

Can print a record, 
Can copy and paste the record entries somewhere, but not within the log.  
Can NOT cut record entries, 
Can not paste on record entries

In short, the record entries may not be altered, but it may be printed, then deleted afterwards.

(Top)
Logos

Users can use their own personal Logo. It must be a .JPG file using the proportions 320*240 pixels or it will be distorted when displayed.  Remember that to print the Business cards, 10 of these pictures must be loaded into the computer memory at one time.  Simply call your logo “Logo.JPG” and put it in the \Program Files\Prodim  directory, replacing the existing Logo.JPG file.  (User may wish to just move the original file so as not to lose it.)
 
The logo can be omitted from reports by using White.JPG (copying it to the main program directory, renaming Logo.JPG to LogoOrig.JPG then rename White.JPG to Logo.JPG.



Printed Reports

Quick previews and printing may be accessed via Print Icons.  Printed Reports are sorted (depending on which selection was last used) & may be previewed by clicking an icon.  NB ONLY records currently displayed on the grids will be printed.  The order seen on the grid will be replicated.  Use the filters provided to filter out unwanted entries.  i.e. Partial reports may me printed by Filtering out unwanted entries.  

Letters, memos etc. to be used in Letter Reports should first be opened / edited / saved as text in a Text Editor such as the Windows NotePad prior to use.  See the comments on Letter1 in the \Letters sub-folder.

Specific pages may be selected for printing from the Print Preview screen, and / or reports may also be previewed and exported using save as.

The following filters are supported :- 

Export Reports 
(Top)
From the Report Preview, use File/SaveAs to Export reports to the following formats. (NB Support for Txt & XLS is limited)  Many format options become available.

PDF		Adobe Acrobat
RTF		Rich Text
XLS		Excel
Txt		Text
HTML		Internet
XHTML		Internet

Pictures:	
JPG	JPEG
BMP	Bitmap
Gif	Graphic
EMF	Extended Metafile
WMF	Windows Metafile	


Data Backup

The data is stored in databases in the \Data directory.  Go to the File menu item and select “Copy Folder” to copy your existing folder to the default  \Program Files\Prodim\DataBackUp directory.  Folders may also be copied to any other connected network storage device – by the Administrator only.  This should preferably be done when the Administrator enters the program and is satisfied that the data is in order.  (If this is done before leaving the program, one could replace one’s backup data with new, but incorrect data.)

The data usually consist of SETS of 3 files and must be kept as file sets.   Simply copy the full Data directory to a safe place ie. another directory, or to floppy disc (Zip them first if desired).  The Administrator should back up the  data very regularly and allocate Dates to the storage folder.  If there’s a need to manually backup data, be sure to copy each full SET of files.

(Top)

Errors

Key Violation Error = (Duplicate record = Primary Index Error)
This is a common error for beginners.  All the databases have "Key" fields (columns) which are specified fields which must contain unique entries.  THIS IS DELIBERATE.  It stops one from entering duplicate records (i.e. rows or entries).  Note - one can’t have two blank record entries either.  This software is DESIGNED so that it will not accept duplicate records.  Check through user’s data to ensure there is no record with the same information entered in the Key Field (or combination of Fields) as the current entry.  This may also occur if there is a blank entry since you are trying to start a new entry that is also blank.  i.e. One can’t insert a blank record if there already is one.  Use Ctrl Home to check for blank entries and delete them.

Be wary of attempting to insert new records (or replicating entries) while filters are on – this could create duplicate entries (that are currently filtered out), which would result in a key violation error.



Key fields: 

(unique record combinations) 

Up-To-Date information may be viewed using the Dbsys.exe utility program – found in the “Repair” sub-folder.

If one gets a Key Violation Error, then modify one of the key fields (columns) of the current record, or simply delete the current record since it IS a duplicate.  Realize that, depending on how the records are presently sorted (which can be determined by looking to see sort which button at the top right hand side of the screen is red), one may not instantly be able to determine or see the duplicate entry.  This is highly likely if user is working with a filter on !

Screen Overlapping:

- Set Windows Task Bar to Auto Hide.  This can occur if one has other additional tool bars on the desktop. (The Microsoft quick start tool bar is often a problem.)  One may need to remove extra tool bars from one’s desktop.  Consult a computer professional if necessary.

Currency Prefix:

- Set the currency prefix to suit one’s situation.  One may use any symbol (eg. $, P, ¤ etc.)  To find a specific symbol, start the Windows Character Map software. (Windows = “Start / Programs / Accessories / System Tools / Character Map”)

Screen Stretched: 

- Set Screen Video Mode to 1024 * 768 or higher (right click Desktop \Properties \Settings \Desktop Area)  

Date:

- may occur if the Windows 98 Date Separator is not set correctly, or if the Windows* Regional settings are incorrect.  

Printers:

- Do not forget to check you have set the correct printer in Windows 95/98 etc. The program uses your default Windows printer driver (which should be up to date).  This may also cause problems in Windows XP print previews if you have previously been connected to a Network, and still have the Network printer selected.


WindowsXP  etc

Where there are several users of the software who log onto the same computer, it is necessary to enable sharing to the software folders. (Right click to effect).
Using Windows Explorer, set SHARING to FULL for the following folders
\Program Files\Prodim 
\Program Files\Prodim\Data
\Program Files\Prodim\Forms
\Program Files\Prodim\Images
\Program Files\Prodim\Letters
\Program Files\Prodim\Reports


Computer Crashes

This software saves data at different times.  Power disruptions, computer failures, user mis-use, other software locking up etc. may however, on occasion, cause failure to save vital registry entries or other information.   

MUCH care has been taken in the preparation of this software to ensure data and program security and integrity.   It is assumed that the software has been installed in the default folders  C:\Program Files\Prodim [ It should reside as a sub-folder of "Program Files"  on some drive as a bare minimal requirement ].

Some utilities have been provided to re-establish settings should an un-foreseen error occur :-


"PickNet.Exe" 

PickNet is a small utility program (found in the repair sub-folder) which re-establishes, registry entries, and Server Addresses.  

If the software was registered, but a message shows to the effect that it must be registered, then one should use the registration disk for that computer, and re-enter one’s password here to re-enable functionality. 

"Dbsys.Exe"

PRIOR to using this tool, a new folder must be created C:\Dbisam\Ver3\Utils\dbSys.  (This is necessary due to an error in this tool – supplied by Elevate Software).


This (Dbsys) product is supplied by ElevateSoft – www.elevatesoft.com who produce the database engine used by this software.

DBsys is a database tool which should ONLY be used by skilled persons - and it should never be necessary for one to use it.  It is 'reluctantly' made available for situations of extreme circumstance.   IF ONE USES THIS TO MODIFY DATABASES SUPPLIED, THEN DO SO AT ONE’S OWN RISK - NO RESPONSIBILITY WILL BE ACCEPTED BY US, FOR ITS USE.

Security

For security purposes, all Databases supplied are encrypted with a Password – this Password is provided at the time of purchase.  The databases can NOT be accessed in any way without this password.

Remember to set the Sub-folders on the Server as  Shared


Windows Programs should be UNINSTALLED via the Windows Control Panel.
(Top)

Shep Herd Software
1/9 Monza Drive.
Oxenford Qld.
Aust. 4210. 
Ph / Text 0400 940 654
Web: www.imacog.net
Email: shepsoft@imacog.net



